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INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW

Ah, Resident Evil Gaiden, an often maligned and dismissed entry into the Biohazard saga on the
premise that it is not a canon title in the series and has been subsequently retconned by latter games.
Forever consigned to the history bins, festering with other non-canon entries like Operation: Raccoon
City and Biohazard iSurvivor.
Regular Resident Evil Podcast listeners will be well versed in my respect for some of the lesser known
titles in the series and after flogging that horse for a number of years, I thought I would turn my
attention to perhaps the most famous of non-canon entries.
Us European gamers were in fact the first to get the chance to play Resident Evil Gaiden being
released in PAL regions on December 14 2001. Being developed by UK based company, M4 and
published by veteran Resident Evil publisher, Virgin Interactive. An early PAL release also made a
welcome change, at the time there were lengthy delays from original Japanese release dates to
Europe, so to get a one up over both Japan and North America was a rare treat back in the early
2000’s.
Japan saw Biohazard: Gaiden released on 29 March 2002 with North America not having their release
until 3 June 2002 - 6 months later than the European release.
Upon release of the game, reviews were particularly scathing citing a non-handheld friendly
adventure and a combat system that really sucks1. There was some kudos given to the graphical
capabilities of the GameBoy Color, however by this point in time the Color was old news with the
16-bit GameBoy Advance already in shops around the world. Handheld technology had moved on and
this was previous generation.
With shoddy reviews came shoddy sales with general circulation being deemed sufficiently low that
now the cartridge is quite sought after. In fact good quality examples can go for $50 on eBay.
So for many years Gaiden was left relatively untouched, the story (which we will discuss below) was
dismissed by fans and the killer cliff-hanger left unresolved and seemingly ignored by Capcom in
future games. This game surely how no place in the Biohazard universe, doesn’t it? Let’s find out…

1

IGN Review
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BASIC GAME ANALYSIS
The Characters
Resident Evil Gaiden reunites two classic Resident Evil stars and introduces a new child character to
the mix. The game also features a small selection of minor characters to flesh out the main story.

Barry Burton
Making a triumphant return to the series and the first time as playable character, Barry
Burton, now of an anti-Umbrella group leads the charge aboard the S.S Starlight to
rescue Leon and eliminate the B.O.W.

Leon S Kennedy
Rookie no more, and survivor of Raccoon City, we now join Leon as a fully fledged
member of the anti-Umbrella organisation. During a mission to rid the world of
Umbrella B.O.W’s, he had been sent to the S.S Starlight to eliminate a new B.O.W,
before losing contact with HQ. Following Resident Evil 2 this was Leon’s second
appearance as a playable character.

Lucia
A mysterious girl that both Leon and Barry encounter on their mission. Little is known
of her background other than the fact she was orphaned as a child. She had been
placed on the S.S Starlight by her adopted parents to be with her extended family in
Europe.

Submarine Captain
A submarine Captain and part of Umbrella. He is high enough within the ranks of
company to not only have the helm of an Umbrella owned submarine but to command
a PMC for his protection. He would however meet his demise when trying to extract
the B.O.W from the combat zone.

Anti-Umbrella Group Operative
An un-named Operative within the anti-Umbrella organisation. Based in the
headquarters he leads the agents on the field providing tactical support and intelligence
via radio communication.
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Anti-Umbrella Group Commander
An elderly lady in charge of the anti-Umbrella group. Little is known
about her but she commissioned the rescue mission of Leon.

Umbrella Paramilitary Personnel
The Captain of the Umbrella owned Submarine also has a personal escort of
paramilitary soldiers that attend with him.

Bio-Organic Weapons (B.O.W’s)
Resident Evil Gaiden does not feature a huge array of Bio-Organic Weapons, possibly down to the
limitation of the hardware, however what it lacks in variation makes up in quantity.
Zombie
The most traditional of Biohazard B.O.W’s, the humble t-Virus
Zombie. In this game the passengers of the doomed Starlight have
all become the living dead and now roam freely on the decks.
There a number of different variations both male and female and
can attack either through scratching, biting and in a series first,
using weaponry such as a crowbar.

Captain Zombie
The zombiefied version of the Captain of the Submarine. Having docked next to the
Starlight, the Captain was forced to extract the Parasite B.O.W. believing it to be subdued,
the Captain turned his back only for the Parasite to attack and infect the Captain turning
him into a Zombie. Stronger than the standard Zombie, the Captain acts as one of the
game’s bosses.

Amoeba-Type Tyrant
In a similar vein to that of Tyrant T-103 and Nemesis,
the Amoeba-Type Tyrant is a recurring boss that
stalks you through the SS Starlight. You encounter
this new Tyrant a few times throughout the mission.
It has an odd connection to Lucia as she can alert
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Barry to the Tyrant’s location. The Tyrant is also looks to be the cause of the viral outbreak on the
Starlight, spreading the t-Virus with its tentacles emanating from its gut after escaping during transit.
The Tyrant was being secretly transported by Umbrella from USA to Europe. Unusually for a Tyrant,
after sustaining injury, it will dissolve on the spot before fleeing and regenerating back into its
humanoid form.

Parasite B.O.W
The un-named parasite B.O.W was a
state-of-the-art Umbrella creation that,
like the Amoeba-Type Tyrant was
being transported on the Starlight to
Europe. Unlike the Tyrant however,
this parasite had been a long time in
development and had to be incubated
within a human host. In this case, Umbrella had implanted the parasite into Lucia.
It could be speculated that this type of parasitic B.O.W, created by Umbrella USA was in response to
the success of the NE-Alpha parasite. Such a B.O.W had been known to the Arklay research team
since the mid 1990’s.
The parasite has the ability to shapeshift into a human form they encounter although the parameters
of this remain unclear. As with the Amoeba-Type Tyrant, both have an exposed gut with tentacles
that act as weapons. It’s relationship to the Tyrant becomes clear as the game progresses.
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Gameplay
Gaiden adopts similar gameplay mechanics to that of Dead Aim, or should be it Dead Aim adopts the
system first used in Gaiden in that two perspectives are utilised. A third person perspective for
exploration and then during combat situations, the camera reverts to a first person perspective to
take down the undead.

Exploration mode

Battle mode

Unlike Dead Aim however, when in first person mode, aiming is controlled with a curious fast moving
scrollbar. Players must press the action button when the scroller enters the target area. This becomes
larger when the B.O.W gets closer to you with the side effect being that you are more likely to be hit
by said B.O.W. The Tyrant and Parasite have a naturally smaller target area with an even faster
scroller to make boss battles really tough.
It has to be said from the outset this is not an easy game. It features the dreaded re-spawning
enemies and some zombie battles and hits are unavoidable. Players have to be alert to their
surroundings at all times and must avoid enemy encounters. Ammunition is also scarce even if Gaiden
did mark the beginning on ammunition being dropped by felled zombies. Zombies will also hide in the
shadows and pounce on you as you walk by creating a bona fide jump scare - another Biohazard
staple.
A selection of comments from The Resident Evil Podcast Discord really illustrate this:
“Probably the hardest [game] in the series I’d say, and I mean on standard difficulty”2
”The combat is ridiculously difficult. I get wrecked”3
The best method to complete the game is to be in control of the combat system. If you are ambushed
by a zombie, this attracts other zombies within the vicinity making what started off a simple battle,
twenty times more complicated than intended.

Exclamation mark indicates this
zombie is holding an item

Avoiding ambushing is therefore critical and players need to
pick their battles carefully. Gaiden’s puzzles are extremely
basic (locate locked door, find key etc.) and in many cases the
key item is being held by a zombie. If this is the case players
are alerted to an item being held by a Metal Gear Solid style
exclamation mark appearing at the bottom of the screen. It is
these zombies that will need disposing of to claim the item to
progress. Tactically therefore, players should aim to get close
to the B.O.W then aim their weapon to start a battle. Not
only will this mean you have the element of surprise on the

2

The Resident Evil Podcast Discord member: Night_Hawk

3

The Resident Evil Podcast Discord member: Kendo’s Meme Shop
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B.O.W, buy it also means the zombie will not call for additional help. This keeps battles on your terms
and helps preserves ammunition. It’s a complex workaround for a flawed system, but inadvertently
gives an authentic Resident Evil experience.

Weapons & Items
Gaiden boasts proudly in its promotional material and box art that it features over 100 items. This
ranges from keys, files, weapons and in another series first, body armour. Weapons include the
standard Resident Evil handgun, shotgun, grenade launcher, assault rifle and rocket launcher. These
can be distributed to each character as well as the armour which certainly assists in limiting the
damage caused by enemies. There is also a specialist Gas Launcher which works the same as the Gas
Rounds first shown in Code: Veronica and will knock out all B.O.W’s that appear within the first
perspective.
Healing Herbs also make a welcome return although mixing them to increase healing powers has
been removed in favour of new sparkly colours. Green herbs recover a small amount of health, red
herbs medium, yellow herbs maximum health recovery, blue cures poison with purple/pink herbs
curing poison and restoring full health.
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Storyline
Perhaps the most contentious part of Gaiden is its storyline and how it fits into the overall narrative.
This will be discussed in more depth later in the editorial. However for the purposes of the storyline,
let’s first look at the official narrative from Capcom.
“Based on a brand new “chapter” in the Resident Evil story, Resident Evil Gaiden places you aboard the
luxury cruise-liner “Starlight” which is overflow to a host of deadly zombies. Once aboard, you must
control the 3 characters (Barry, Leon and Lucia) in a desperate fight for survival, whilst simultaneously
trying to disable the deadly Bio Organic Weapon, the source of the unwelcome monsters”.4
After escaping the horrors of Raccoon City, an anti-Umbrella underground organisation made up of
former S.T.A.R.S members and ex-Umbrella employees are formed to try and rid the world of
Umbrella’s insidious creations. Part of the group includes Leon S. Kennedy and Barry Burton.
After learning of a newly developed B.O.W was being transported in secret aboard the Starlight, Leon
is sent to destroy the weapon. However after HQ lose contact with Leon, Barry is airlifted via chopper
to the ill-fated cruise liner to locate Leon, track down the B.O.W and complete the mission.
Barry successfully arrives on the Starlight and battles through an army of the undead. He seeks out
the security room hoping that CCTV will aid his mission. When he does arrive at the security room, he
uses the cameras to search the ship and to his surprise locates a little girl instead. This is Lucia. Lucia
tells Barry through some form of intercom system that she had met Leon earlier and that he had gone
off to find the monster that had infected the ship. Suddenly there is a banging on the door to Lucia’s
room and she screams that the monster has found her.
Barry rushes to find Lucia and just in the nick of time too. As he arrives on the sun-deck he see’s the
Amoeba-Type Tyrant produce tentacles from his belly grabbing at
Lucia. Barry shoots at the creature before it dissolves into the
shadows.
Checking on Lucia, Barry is amazed to discover that Lucia does not
have a scratch on her and she confidentially tells Barry that the B.O.W
has gone. She does not know how she knows this however.

Dissolved Amoeba-Type
Tyrant

The peace does not last long and the Amoeba-Type Tyrant catches up with the pair on the ship
abducting Lucia in a flash. Barry is now forced to continue his mission alone, looking for Leon. After
further searches, Barry locates Leon looking worse for wears, but alive. Leon is grateful that he has
been rescued. Bringing Leon up to date, Barry mentions to him that he is becoming increasingly
concerned about Lucia and her awareness of the B.O.W in particular. He presents to Leon as not
trusting of her, something that shocks and appals Leon. However they both agree to rescue Lucia and
head back to the security room to use the CCTV. Here they see the Amoeba-Type Tyrant carrying
Lucia on the upper deck. Again, Barry is confused as to why the creature has not killed Lucia seeing as
he had for everyone else on board.
Leon and Barry rush to battle the creature and are able to subdue it once again. However it is not
deterred and the three run away just an explosion rocks the Starlight. Fearing the resulting fire will
spread to the engine room, Barry contacts HQ for immediate helicopter extraction. This is declined as

4

PAL Box Resident Evil Gaiden
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the storm is too powerful. HQ also learns that the B.O.W has green blood. As Lucia has red blood, he
realises his mistake and orders Leon and Lucia to locate the sprinkler system to dampen the fire.
Leon and Lucia head back to the security room to activate the sprinklers where they see over CCTV
Barry in communication with someone via radio. Barry tells them that they have the girl. The voice
tells Barry not to do anything funny as they are watching his every move. Leon fears that Barry is
selling them out to Umbrella, but gives him the benefit of the doubt for now.
The three reconvene in the Piano Bar where Barry points a gun at Leon and tells him to hand over
Lucia. Leon is in shock but has no choice. Soon after, Umbrella arrive on a submarine with the Captain
being flanked with his own paramilitary team.
Barry takes Lucia on board leaving Leon on the doomed vessel just as a second explosion rips through
the ship.
Now alone, HQ contacts Leon and tells him about a huge power build up in the engine room. Upon
arrival Leon encounters the Amoeba-Type Tyrant causing havoc in the engine room, smashing the
ship’s fuel causing a raging fire. Leon theories that the Tyrant is trying to destroy the ship and the
evidence it contains. Despite downing the creature, the damage to the ship is irreparable with Leon
seemingly resigned to his fate…
Meanwhile back on the Umbrella submarine Barry informs the Captain that the deal they agreed via
radio was off and now threatens to kill Lucia if they didn’t escape. Barry however remains of the belief
that Umbrella were after the Amoeba-Type Tyrant until the Captain reveals the real B.O.W Umbrella
were after is actually inside Lucia and is due to mature in just 10 days.
Barry then demands that the ship’s surgeon (they all have them apparently) remove the Parasite
immediately. Under duress, this is ordered; the Parasite is extracted via Lucia’s mouth before then
attacking the Captain draining his life and turning him into a zombie.

The “fake” Leon in the
engine room

The parasite escapes the surgical room and begins to attack the
Umbrella personnel, consuming all on board in a matter of minutes
before mutating into a form similar to the Amoeba-Type Tyrant.
Barry, sensing an opportunity to return to the Starlight and rescue
Leon battle through to the bridge and set a course back to the
doomed cruise liner. Upon arrival, Barry tells Lucia that he has a
daughter her age and whether she would like to come and live with
them when they escape. Lucia agrees.

Just then the Parasite breaks free of the submarine, still in its Tyrant form it dives back towards the
Starlight. Barry then sets off to rescue Leon once and for all. Arriving in the Engine Room, Barry
locates Leon. However Lucia detects something not being right. Leon transforms into the Parasite!
Barry is able to subdue the creature albeit temporarily before they locate the
real Leon. Just then the hull of the Starlight explodes. The three head back to the
submarine before the ship sinks, but not before encountering the Parasite again
on the sundeck. It jumps at Lucia and takes her overboard into the ocean. Barry
selflessly follows it, diving in after it.
Miraculously, Barry rescues Lucia and brings her back on deck, not before
however a second Lucia appears. Thinking fast, the real Lucia grabs a knife and
cuts herself revealing her red blood. Determining that his disguise has failed,
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the Parasite mutates into its final form.
Barry, Lucia and Leon are able to take down the B.O.W, escape to the submarine, just in time to see
the Starlight sink to the bottom of the ocean. On the deck of the
submarine the three talk about going home before Barry notices that
Lucia’s cut is not healing quickly and she duly notes that her ears
have stopped ringing.

Cliffhanger ending

Leon contacts HQ and tells them that the mission is accomplished and
that they are heading home before a small scratch on his neck reveals
to be bleeding green blood…
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ANALYSIS AND SPECULATION
Storyline
I think most people would dismiss Gaiden’s plot as being simplistic. I think that the above run-through
shows a different side, one that regardless of the canon issues (which will be discussed below) offer
an intriguing take on the Biohazard formula.
There are number of issues to look at when considering this games’ story.
Barry & Leon
Both are now member of this anti-Umbrella organization. There is nothing contentious here although
their affiliation is discussed further below.
Lucia
Lucia’s role is very interesting. We learn that Lucia is an orphan and was living in an orphanage in
America up until 2 years ago when she was fostered. We can presume this is 1997. It was at this point
she started to hear the ringing in her ears and her healing ability were noted. We can infer from this
that her foster parents were most likely Umbrella employees and that at some point she was
administered the Parasite. Lucia has no knowledge of this of course and cannot explaining her tinnitus
and healing ability.
The fact that this was never looked at by a doctor again hints that Umbrella had control of the
situation and her parents were effectively treating her as a science experiment.
Following the destruction of Raccoon City, Lucia was then sent to Europe to be with actual relatives.
Lucia is an Italian name, so perhaps Italy, we do not know. That is how she is onboard the Starlight.
Of course unethical experimentation with children is nothing new for Umbrella. Resident Evil Survivor
depicts heinous activities on Sheena Island only equalled by the alternative universe Brian Irons in
Resident Evil 2. It should not come as a surprise that an orphan was being used as a test subject.
The Starlight incident reveals the true extent of her powers and their inherent link to the Parasite. It is
only after the Parasite is removed and possibly destroyed that Lucia is “normal” again. There is some
debate about this however and I have bolded the contentious issues in the storyline above.
Lucia’s ringing and healing ability is only confirmed as being eradicated at the end of the game after
you have seemingly destroyed the Parasite once and for all. There looks to be no time after the
surgical removal of the Parasite from Lucia to ask her whether she can still hear the ringing and she
does not incur any injuries to check her regenerative ability. Despite the removal of the Parasite, Lucia
indicates that the Leon she and Barry meet in the engine room was in fact the Parasite. Barry is
completely oblivious to it, but Lucia on the other hand… “Barry I… I don’t think
that’s Leon. I mean what I said…I don’t think that’s Leon.”
Bear in mind at this point neither character has any idea that the Parasite
could transform into a human form like this, it must be implied that Lucia still
retains an ability to detect B.O.W’s and presumably her tinnitus persists,
otherwise she would have said that it had gone and not be able to warn Barry.
Equally when the real Leon is found in the same room, Lucia is confident that
this is not the B.O.W.
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The pair had witnessed the Parasite escape its container, drain the Captain of his life and then the
others on the submarine. It then mutated into a form akin to the Amoeba-Type Tyrant, an ability to
shape shift into posing as a human is very left-field. Barry or Lucia would have had no idea, unless
Lucia still felt that connection to the t-virus monstrosity.
It is therefore only when the Parasite dies does Lucia remark that her tinnitus has gone. This implies
that Parasite is dead and that the “fake Leon” was in fact the real Leon after all, just with a green
blood scratch… Or, that at some point the Parasite was able to shapeshift into Leon just as Lucia was
losing her powers.
Now, when considering this link, I did wonder whether in fact that the tinnitus and healing ability was
actually linked to the Amoeba-Type Tyrant as well. No doubt the Parasite gave her these powers, but
Lucia’s remarks come just as the Starlight sinks and the Tyrant is lost at sea (as well as the Parasite
being destroyed). Clearly her tinnitus is linked to t-virus creatures as evidenced in earlier dialogue
about the Tyrant stalking her on the ship and with its death, no other B.O.W’s exist at that point.
However this train of thought was quickly dismissed as Lucia explained that the ringing came after she
was implanted with the Parasite in 1997.
We therefore return to the earlier question of how Lucia is able to work out that fake Leon was not
the real Leon in the engine room? Luck? I don’t think so. Perhaps it was some lingering, diminishing
power that by the time the team were on the submarine deck escaping, the more serious symptoms
of ringing and healing had also gone. A staggered decline of her powers. Check out this rather handy
visual diagram:

If you subscribe to the view that the Leon at the end of the game is actually the Parasite, the above
theory is realistically the only explanation for Lucia not being able to work out that the Leon standing
2 foot from her was not the real Leon after all when she was able to do so only a few moments before.
As such I think it is safe to say that the ending of Gaiden is actually more contentious then perhaps
originally anticipated.
I get the impression that this ending was inserted just to create a talking point.
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Amoeba-Type Tyrant
This Tyrant is clearly flawed. It is not particularly durable against any form of decent firepower and
makes for a poor B.O.W in my opinion. Its ability to degenerate into ooze however was quite useful,
later seen with the t-Abyss virus in Resident Evil Revelations.
In terms of timeline placement for its creation, as Gaiden is set post Raccoon, it could have been
created after the development of Tyrant T-002 and the mass produced model. However I have slightly
different theory.
There is a clear link between the Tyrant and the Parasite. Both are humanoid and both have a gaping
hole in their belly that spouts tentacles. Similar to the exposed heart on other Tyrant models it looks
to be a common trait. Further, after draining the life and zombiefying living hosts, the Parasite took
the form in the cutscenes at least of the Tyrant, thus implying a connection.

B.O.W: Prototype Parasite Tyrant & Final Parasite?
Could it be that the Tyrant is a failed or prototype Parasite? Well, the fact that once the Parasite kills
the submarine crew he is roaming around the deck waiting to feed. If you trigger this optional boss
battle you fight against the Amoeba-Type Tyrant thus confirming that the Amoeba Tyrant is actually a
Parasite Tyrant, first form. More discussion on this is below.
Throughout the game Barry questions why the Tyrant isn’t looking to kill Lucia. Indeed, far from it, the
Tyrant is actively trying to capture Lucia from what he perceives as enemies, Barry and Leon. In fact
throughout the game the role is akin to that of ganado’s if they get hold of Ashley.
The Tyrant is clearly aware that Lucia is the host otherwise he would have killed her. It is because of
this link that I believe the Tyrant was selected for this mission by Umbrella.
Remember at this point in the timeline, Umbrella USA were under heavy scrutiny and perhaps
Umbrella Europe ordered that the Parasite is transported from mainland America to Europe for
protection. I doubt Lucia has relatives in Europe after all and this was just a cover story. Following the
destruction of Raccoon City and Sheena Island and growing influence of the Rival Organisation, it
makes sense therefore to simply put Lucia on a commercial cruise liner instead rather than any of the
three Queens’ which the Rival Organization would have been aware are Umbrella-owned.
I believe the Tyrant was secretly stored on board to act as a guard for Lucia in case of an emergency.
The official Gaiden website indicates that a B.O.W has escaped from a lab and needs eradicating.5 It
cannot mean the Parasite, as Lucia voluntarily boarded the doomed vessel. It has to mean the
Amoeba-Type Tyrant which hints at there being some form of laboratory area on the boat.

5

http://www.projectumbrella.net/articles/BIOHAZARD-GAIDEN-Official-Website
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The lower decks - possible source of
the Biohazard and Tyrant storage
area?

Tyrants themselves are difficult to control and program
and we know that Umbrella USA had not quite worked it
out at this point. Only the MO-disc enabled Tyrant from
Outbreak 2 was able to show some restraint in the face of
human contact, so to protect their prize asset, why not
send a Tyrant, that although flawed would actually protect
its target.

I think the Tyrant was in stasis on the ship in a makeshift laboratory and would only be activated in
case of an emergency. In this case, there is no real explanation for the first explosion on the Starlight
at least. Perhaps the ship was attacked? Whatever the cause, it triggered the release/escape of the
Amoeba-Type Tyrant who then proceeded to infect the entire ship. This was the safest way to ensure
her safety as I suspect that due to the Parasite being inside her, she was in fact immune from the
t-virus, but she obviously did not know this. Indeed, even within the game we see the Tyrant cut Lucia
which potentially had the ability to infect her, but didn’t.
Therefore is is my belief in the role of the Tyrant – to protect Lucia and ensure her safety in case of an
emergency. This is why the Captain was unaware of its presence, he was simply not told of this fail
safe. I suspect that when creating the Parasite B.O.W, using similar methods from the Tyrant Program,
this was the end result of which Umbrella saw potential.
Finally, the last we see of the Amoeba-Type Tyrant is him going berserk in the engine room, smashing
the converters to cover the evidence. Why? Well at this point of course, Lucia was far away in the
submarine with Barry. The Tyrant had failed in its mission and was therefore programmed to
effectively self-destruct. Leon does this for him.
Parasite
I have already indicated how I believe the Parasite and Tyrant are one and the same thing, just at
different mutation stages. I think the Parasite was an attempt by the Umbrella USA to get a one-up
over the Nemesis Program. Umbrella USA would have been aware of the artificially created NE-Alpha
for some time and set out about creating an alternative.
A prototype was created that when given test subjects to feed off, would create effectively the
Amoeba-Type Tyrant. This has some useful properties and described above, but was not as promising
as Nemesis would later be. Umbrella recognized the Amoeba-Type Tyrant’s deficiencies early on and
similar to t-veronica, theorized that the Parasite would need mature within a host first. This is where
Lucia comes in.
I do not believe however that what we see in Gaiden is the Parasite’s final form. The Captain
questions its removal just 10 days before it was due to mature and the unpredictable nature in doing
so. Indeed, it’s green spiky- like form even after mutation looks to be ineffective in a combat situation,
although it has gained the transform ability at least.
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THE CANON QUESTION

The above should have given you a rough guide of what Gaiden is all about – quirky GBC game,
developed by M4, original story, cliff-hanger ending seemingly never explained/explored and
seemingly consigned to the history bin of other non-canon products. But should this be the case?
Such is the general consensus amongst fans, it pays to revisit and re-examine whether this title should
be considered a canon entry. For many, we are going to be exploring well-trodden ground and
throughout this analysis I will not offer any definitive conclusions. As with my Confidential Report
editorial, it is all up to you at the end of the day if you want to include it in your personal canon. All I
will do is present facts and research whilst suggesting answers.
Therefore as a disclaimer, the contents of this editorial is just my opinion. Please feel free to comment
and critique - it is a lost art, especially in the Biohazard fandom.

“Gaiden has never been canon and cannot be considered canon now”

This is the fundamental dealbreaker with this game that I am keen to explore. This statement is
formed of two components that I will address in turn.

1) “Gaiden” has never been canon;
2) “Gaiden” cannot be considered canon now.
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Such is the age of the game [2001] we have the benefit of hindsight and a lot of subsequent game
releases, so when considering these questions, we almost need to wear a past and present hat.

“GAIDEN” HAS NEVER BEEN CANON
Cast your minds back to the “golden era” of Resident Evil. Resident Evil 3 had been a triumph
rounding off the brilliant PSX trilogy; Code Veronica showed us the future on the Dreamcast and later
the PS2. REmake too was the pinnacle of survival horror and even the N64 images of the unreleased
Zero prequel hinted at an excellent precursor to the mansion incident. Resident Evil 4 was also in the
works and at that moment, everything Capcom touched with the IP turned to gold (Survivor aside
however).
Then, following the cancellation of the GameBoy Color port of the first game, Resident Evil Gaiden
was announced as a final farewell for that particular hardware. This was especially baffling as the
follow-up machine; the GameBoy Advance was already being sold in Japan to great fan-fare.
Putting that decision aside, fans were excited about this game and how it would work on the
handheld. Bringing together fan-favourites Leon and Barry on a cruise liner sounded ideal. At this
point there was no hint that this case would not form part of the main storyline.
Then the game was released. Fellow podcaster, Rombie, who at the time was the webmaster of the
website, ResidentEvilFan commented “Overall apart from the horrible idea of a combat system and
the so far unimaginative plot and also perhaps that zombies do way more damaged then they should,
the game isn’t as bad as I had originally expected it to be”. 6
Sadly, upon final release the game did not go down particularly well with fans and it was dismissed as
being a minor storyline compared to the main Umbrella arc that was still yet unresolved post Raccoon
City. Fans were quick to point out that this title probably linked up nicely with Leon’s mention in Code:
Veronica and that date has stuck around for many years thereafter.
Even with the scathing reviews and poor reception from fans, there was not however that general
non-canon status attributed to the game that there is now. This was down to a number of reasons.
Firstly, there was no reason why this game would be considered non-canon at this point. Many had
tried and failed to even claim that Survivor was non-canon, again down to the fact that it was not a
“traditional” Biohazard game. The people that argued this point would later be fundamentally
disproved by the opening introduction to Resident Evil Zero, and at this point in time, Gaiden also had
help from seemingly reputable sources.
Wesker’s Report DVD, a 5th anniversary pre-order present that shipped with the
PS2 version of Code: Veronica were treated to Richard Waugh telling us that
following Raccoon City, “Leon joined forces with an anti-Umbrella organisation” –
seemingly a clear connection to his role in Gaiden.
Also, teaser images and even a trailer of Resident Evil 4 depicting Leon being
infected/possessed with something whilst exploring a castle hinted at the much
maligned ending of Gaiden. Bringing these two sources together and the fact that
Capcom at this point had never released a non-canon Biohazard product all
6

https://web.archive.org/web/20040605050157/http://www.residentevilfan.com/gaiden/impressions.asp
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suggested that this was indeed part of the storyline.
This view was further reinforced by the newly revamped
official Resident Evil website. As you can see from the
pictures below, not only is Gaiden sitting pretty amongst
the big hitters of the franchise, but Leon’s bio is fully
updated to include and acknowledge his participation aboard the S.S Starlight. Further, Lucia, the
mysterious girl infected with the Parasite B.O.W, even has own entry.
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Finally, and perhaps the most important clue comes from the Biohazard Code Veronica Kaitai Shinsho.
This is essentially the official strategy guide of Japan, but the details are significant compared to that
of western releases. It is common that many details are missed or lost in translations.7
The Code: Veronica Guide is no exception and even features a Q&A session with the development
staff. The crucial part of this? A very, very strong indication of Gaiden. Below is the question and
subsequent answer from the team:
Q6: What was Leon doing when Claire sent the e-mail?
A6: Leon joined an underground anti-Umbrella organization. Since he was carrying out a certain
duty while this tale was advancing, he wasn't able to come and rescue Claire (this scenario has been
completed, but cannot be announced). For the moment, three people, Jill, Barry and Leon have
joined underground organizations. However it's unknown whether Barry and Leon's organization is
the same as Jill's organization.

Pretty startling I think you would agree. “Leon’s scenario has been completed, but cannot be
announced”. This cannot realistically refer to Resident Evil 4, development on that was never finished
for a start and as is known to have re-started at least two times. It can only mean Gaiden and also
helps us with the idea that Gaiden takes place (or at the very least, Leon’s preliminary mission to the
Starlight) during the events of Code: Veronica.
7

http://www.projectumbrella.net/articles/BIOHAZARD-CODEVeronica-Kaitai-Shinsho
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So it is clear, at least in my mind that in the era pre-Resident Evil 4 this game was fully intended to be
part of the overall storyline.
So what happened? How and why did this view change? Mikami-san and Resident Evil 4 came along.

Resident Evil 4. The critically acclaimed “soft re-boot” of the series. Gone were the static camera
angles, gone were the tank controls and gone in one sentence, Umbrella. The game went though
various incarnations before Mikami set up the Ganado version we all know today and in one hit
changed the series forever.
The soft re-boot not only hit the gameplay, but the storyline too. Whatever possession or infection
storyline planned with Leon was scrapped and in its place a rather generic rescue girl operation. What
did remain was Leon becoming infected on-mission with the Las Plagas creature, but also his
affiliation with the US Government. Now a full blown operative working directly under the authority
of the US President.
Resident Evil 4 was always planned to be the definitive chapter in the Umbrella arc. Resident Evil 2, 3,
Code: Veronica, Gaiden, Survivor (to an extent) and even the later Dead Aim title, all ended with a
promise to “take down Umbrella”. Fans would eventually see this in Umbrella Chronicles but this was
a muted ending forever tarnished by the opening monologue of 4 depicting a plunging stock price for
Umbrella before its eventual collapse. The story of the president’s daughter going missing in rural
Spain was very much a secondary thought to what Capcom believed was needed to keep the
Biohazard series fresh.
Indeed, 4 was and is still revered in critical circles and often comes top of influential and horror game
lists. The undoubted victim of this success was Gaiden. Its cliffhanger ending was left unresolved and
with seemingly a healthy Leon either surviving the Starlight’s explosion or not being the shape-shifting
B.O.W after all, Gaiden was then shafted as not being a canon entry in the series.
Further, since its release Gaiden has never really been mentioned again. It was removed from the
website and not outright mentioned in any of the Archives publications either. Leon has appeared in
many media since and there has never been one mention or call back to the Starlight, his work with
Barry or the anti-Umbrella organisation he worked in.
Fans will state that with this lack of confirmation and the fact that between Dead Aim and Revelations
2 you effectively have all the elements of Gaiden in place, the actual game is consigned to the history
bins. Many will also tell you that the word Gaiden means side-story and is therefore non-canonical.
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The lack of direct mention again continued with the publication of the Inside of Darkside Chronicles in
2010. This explicitly listed the games that form part of the overall narrative. Resident Evil Gaiden was
not present on that list.
Then in 2011, Capcom finally acknowledged the release of Gaiden and confirmed in the book The
Elements that the game is “unrelated to the main story series”. This truly was the final nail in the
coffin of Gaiden and the case was seemingly closed forever.
The position of Gaiden therefore being non-canon became engrained and has sat there quite happily
for the years since. It was a case of “what if”. What if Capcom had not changed their minds on where
the series went, what if Barry and Leon teamed up? And because its inclusion creates more
headaches then it does by excluding it, the game has been forgotten in timelines right across the
world.
I really take issue with the claim that Gaiden was never meant to be canon. It is clear, at least from my
point of view that this also never Capcom’s intention either. At some point Gaiden was an integral
part of the Biohazard series that because of the soft re-boot, became, to many, non-canon. This sits
nicely with many fans, but isn’t it fun to dig a little deeper and speculate as to why that may not be
the case?
Let’s look at Gaiden in more detail, the staff behind the game, the ending and with the benefit of a
further 15+ years of games, is this title really any different from other plot holes that have cropped up
in the series?
GAIDEN CANNOT BE CONSIDERED CANON NOW
We’ve already briefly touched upon why Gaiden is not considered canon now and in truth it is a
powerful argument. I also do not believe anyone ignores it purely on the basis that it is on the
GameBoy Color, it is ignored because of other, wholly justified reasons.
Generally speaking the main reasons that this game is ignored today are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Gaiden means side story and Capcom confirmed this.
The game was made by M4 Interactive, not Capcom;
The game is s**t
The ending is in complete contradiction to the subsequent Biohazard releases.

I aim to break down these 4 commonly cited claims and try to debunk a few of the assumptions that
have lingered in this game.
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Gaiden means side story and Capcom confirmed this

In part this statement is completely true. The word “gaiden” (外伝) does indeed mean side story or
tale8 and in Japanese culture is a term used for spin off’s. This was primarily confirmed in the
Japanese artwork for the game and then re-confirmed by Capcom themselves in their book The
Elements which specified: “In 2002, weeks after the GC’s remake was sold, the bio-series was also
released on to the Nintendo portable console, ‘Gameboy Color’. This title was Biohazard GAIDEN.
Development was done by M4 Ltd in the UK and as the name suggests it was another story developed
that was unrelated to the main story.”

The word “another” I feel is important here,
especially as it is in English even on the
Japanese box. Literally speaking, this reads
as there being, “another Biohazard”. That
could be interpreted as either the events of
the Starlight being simply another biohazard
outbreak, or, which has what has seeming
been adopted by the collective fanbase at
least as being another biohazard – as in not
in the same universe and thus not canon.
Many have taken this theory and the
comments from The Elements therefore to
mean categorically that Gaiden is non-canon.
Tell me, where does it say anywhere that is
the case? Unrelated to the main storyline,
sure, well so is Prelude to the Fall and to an
extent, Survivor, I don’t see that being
ignored. Capcom had a prime opportunity to specifically state that this was a “what if” scenario, or
was an old storyline that they do not consider to be canon. They did not say that. Now, you may feel
that I am clutching at straws here when faced with quite strong evidence, well consider the recently
released Ghost Survivors DLC for Resident Evil 2 (remake).
From the official Resident Evil Facebook page:
The Raccoon City mayor's daughter suffered a bone-chilling fate. Could things have played out
differently? Find out as you fight for survival in the free RE2 mode "Ghost Survivors", which launches
for all RE2 players on February 15th!
The Ghost Survivors is coming as a free update to #RE2 beginning February 15th! The gun shop
owner. The mayor’s daughter. The soldier. Explore “what if” stories of three unfortunate souls who
never made it out of Raccoon City.

8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaiden
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Very clear, very concise information ensuring that players know that this DLC is a “what if” situation.
It is not canon to RE2 or to the overall storyline. Capcom did not do this with Gaiden.
This also goes to my earlier point that simply because it is called “Gaiden” does not automatically
mean its non-canon. This remains true to when it was released and true to the position now. I see no
concrete evidence that Capcom believe this title to be non-canon, unrelated to the main story, yes,
but not part of the main story? I’m not sure on that one!
It is a matter of interpretation on the word “another” but it is telling that if the non-canon status was
always intentional and the word another/gaiden did mean alternate universe, then why is the story so
detailed? Why is there no reference within the in-game narrative or on the box of both PAL, JP or
NTSC to suggest this is the case. As mentioned above, if this was always intended to be in another
universe why does the box art confirm that this is the next chapter in the Resident Evil story?
These questions were put to long-term Resident Evil fan, CVXFreak in Episode 64 of the Resident Evil
Podcast. CVXFreak is fluent in Japanese and had Biohazard Gaiden at hand during our podcast. He
confirmed the above that there is nothing in the box art at least to indicate a non-canon status.
Indeed, there was confirmation of the word “another” relating more to there being (yet) another
outbreak as opposed to be entry not part of the storyline. 9
Something to consider…


The game was made by M4, not Capcom

Again, a completely true statement here and not one that is going to be dismissed. In other editorials,
many mobile games were made by a third party and indeed that did diminish their credibility.
However as fans have learnt more about the gaming industry, many of the main canon titles were
outsourced. Indeed the vast majority of Code: Veronica was made by various organisations including
Flagship, XAX Entertainment, Nextech and even Sega.10
Ah?!!, well that’s a poor example I hear you say, Capcom had direct control over what they wanted
with the storyline and everything. Quite right, but is that any different to Gaiden? Below is a forum
thread from the old PU website with research conducted by forum member, Welsh.11 Take a look:
(1) Gaiden was developed by the now defunct UK company M4, after HotGen's
port of Resident Evil had been cancelled. Unlike some of the non-canon mobile
and Tigergames.com games, Gaiden was developed for a Nintendo platform.
Like Umbrella Chronicles, you take it with a grain of salt.
People always say, "Gaiden wasn't developed by Capcom". However, that's
not the case. Five members of Capcom were involved in the project, two
directly, three indirectly.
------------------------------------------------------------------Capcom Credits
Advisor: Shinji Mikami
Scenario and Planning: Hiroki Kata
Special Thanks
Shinsaku Ohara, Tetsuro Oyama, Ken Tanaka

9

10

https://projectumbrella.podbean.com/e/episode-64-hes-a-cvxfreak/

11

http://projectumbrella.net/forum/Gaiden-Canon-or-Not%3F
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Let's examine who these people are:
Shinji Mikami, a man who needs no introduction. He's the creator of
Biohazard, Dino Crisis and Devil May Cry.
Advisor/ n.One that advises, such as a person or firm that offers official
Hiroki Kato
Biohazard 1996 (System Plan/Camera Works), Biohazard Director's Cut (System
Plan), and Code: Veronica, X (Director).
Shinsaku Ohara
- Profile Dino Crisis 2 (Planner), Code: Veronica X (Translation), Devil May Cry
(Script Translation and Voice Over), Biohazard 0 (FMV and Localization
Advisor), Biohazard remake (Script Translation), Dino Crisis 3 (Voice Over
and ADR Coordinator), and Biohazard 4 (Script Translation and Voice Over
Coordination).
Tetsuro Oyama
- Profile Biohazard 3:LE (Music Title), Dino Crisis 2 (Special Thanks) and 3
(Co-Director).
Ken Tanaka
-ProfileCan't find anything except for Gaiden. "Ken" may be an abbreviation for
a longer name.
These are by any stretch of the imagination; big players in the Resident Evil field and all of them were
either directly or indirectly involved with this game. Welsh goes onto state:
A further examination of the credits reveals that M4 built the engine,
composed the music and designed the graphics, while Virgin produced,
marketed and advertised for the game.
From Virgin Interactive: The ultimate survival horror series finally sees
the light of day on the GBC. The player controls 3 unique characters (Barry,
Leon and Lucia) as he desperately tries to survive aboard a luxury cruise
ship that is host to an overflow of undead passengers and the Bio Organic
Weapon (B.O.W)
From what I gather, M4 simply designed the software to insert Capcom's
script. "Planning and Scenario" refers to the game's script and how it
progresses.

These observations and comments were made by Welsh way back in 2009 and were naturally
dismissed by other fans at the time. What Welsh did not know then was that his hypothesis regarding
the story and framework was spot on.
Then, in an interview with Retro Gaming Magazine, Tim Hull the producer and designer of Gaiden
talks about his time working with M4. Generally speaking this is a fascinating read and would
encourage anyone with a passing interest in this game to digest. Mr. Hull talks about the cancelled
RE1 port and how the Gaiden engine was in effect shipped over from a planned Dino Crisis game.
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From this editorial point of view the comments about the storyline and Capcom’s involvement are
most illuminating. Elliott Curtis states the following: “I think we had a decent amount of license on
everything apart from the story, which was something I would have loved to tinker with” [emphasis
added]. He also goes on talk about how it was Mikami-san who added the slider function in for first
person combat. 12
What can be drawn from this was that Capcom were fiercely defensive over their storyline not letting
M4 play around with it all. Clearly not all within the company felt the story was any good and wanted
to change it, but seemingly that level of decision-making remained solely with Capcom themselves.
This adds in my view a significant level of authority with Gaiden and the controversial storyline
embedded within it.
In the past, many fans have dismissed Gaiden on the pre-tense that this was an M4 project and
Capcom let them doing whatever they wanted. We knew this was potentially not the case when
Mikami-San was revealed as an advisor and Kato-San also on-board. This new evidence cements the
view that Capcom knew exactly what they were doing story wise when this was game was
commissioned.
Therefore the argument that Gaiden holds no legs purely on the basis of who developed it is I am
pleased to advise a non-starter of an argument.



The game is s**t

Well, each to their own, but considering the hardware limitations it is not bad. It has many staple
Resident Evil elements that fans have come accustomed to, but I personally would not rank it
particularly high.
The storyline does intrigue me and I think it was genuinely well played out during the game. However,
it is a hard game to recommend.
That being said, it should not be a default position that because it is rubbish it should be discarded.
Umbrella Corps – a game so lambasted by fans that Capcom even dropped the Resident Evil moniker
still has canon elements within The Experiment campaign mode. This is game that Resident Evil
Podcast staff member, STARS[Tyrant] described as being possibly the worse game he had played in 30
years. However it remains in the canon and as we learn more in the post Resident Evil 6 world, its
relevance, perhaps begrudgingly becomes more and more relevant.



The ending is in complete contradiction to the subsequent Biohazard releases

Finally! This is where we get into some good old, tin hat style speculation. It is also useful to break this
section into smaller subsections as the ending encompasses many other elements of the overall
narrative and story arc.
Firstly the ending of Gaiden in a nutshell is this:

12

http://www.biohazardfrance.net/index.php?title=retro-gaming-making-of-resident-evil-gaiden&tid=4251
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1.

The Parasite B.O.W has the ability to shape shift from its green spiky form to whatever form
it encounters. During the course of the game the Parasite transforms, Ditto style into the
Amoeba-Type Tyrant, Lucia herself and Leon S. Kennedy.

2.

After escaping the submarine the Parasite initially transforms into the Tyrant, first form.

3.

The Parasite presumably encounters Leon in the engine room and is able to shape-shift into
him, fooling Barry, but not Lucia. She was able to detect that it was not the real Leon. This is
despite the fact that the Parasite has been removed from her body.

4.

Following a first battle, the Parasite then grabs Lucia into the sea. Barry rescues her but
during the confusion, the Parasite climbs back aboard and morphs into Lucia. Thinking fast,
the real Lucia is able to show Barry that she has red blood allowing him to take down the
Parasite once and for all.

5.

After destroying the Parasite, Leon, Barry and Lucia all board the submarine deck and escape
the area. Lucia remarks that her ear ringing has gone and her cut has not yet healed. We
then however have a close up of Leon’s neck revealing that he has a cut that is dripping
green blood…

This cliffhanger ending has been the real kicker regarding this games canonicity moving forward. It
implies that either Leon is dead and has seemingly been replaced and is now in fact the Parasite or
Leon is infected with a virus. Neither of these threads have been followed since and thus the entire
game has been removed from the canon by so many because of 1 second screentime.
Interestingly, even if it had been accepted as being canon before, quite how this situation was going
to be resolved in Resident Evil 4 remains unclear. I hope I have provided quite strong evidence that
the writing team knew exactly what they were doing with this games’ story with the general
consensus being that the hallucination version of Resident Evil 4 would have provided all the answers.
Below, I go into some theories about this much discussed ending…

Status of the Key Players & Theories
As a reminder here, the finale of the game ends on the deck of the Starlight with Barry and Leon
battling the Parasite. The Amoeba-Type Tyrant is subdued, likely dead after its final battle with Leon
and even if alive, he is inside the cruise ship engine room.
It can be strongly inferred that the Leon we see here (and the one we can opt to play with I might add)
is the real Leon. When switching to Leon he has his armour and weapons, something that I doubt the
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Parasite would be able to replicate. Also Lucia is quite confident that this is the real Leon too after
earlier correctly identifying the imposter.
Barry and Lucia are on the top deck too, all present and correct.
As I see it there are two main theories that populate discussions regarding the ending of this game.
1.
2.

The Parasite was able to shapeshift into Leon; or
Leon is now infected

THEORY #1 – The Parasite shapeshifted
After downing the Parasite, the three escape onto the deck of the Umbrella-owned submarine and
watch the Starlight sink. Leon calls HQ with the game ending showing the green blood mark. I have
mentioned how only at this point does Lucia say her ears have stopped ringing despite not doing so as
soon as the Parasite was removed earlier on the submarine. Plus she was still able to detect the
Parasite in the engine room. So there are questions over whether this is the Parasite, or has Lucia’s
powers just gone now?
If we take it at face value that the Parasite still lives and now is mimicking Leon, we have to ask
ourselves a number of questions. When and how this did happen and where the hell is the real Leon?
I do not actually believe there was any time for the Parasite to make any type of successful transition
from its Parasite form to Leon. Although we never see any transformation ourselves in the game (this
is down to hardware limitation) the characters do. After Lucia identifies the fake Leon in the engine
room, the Parasite transforms right before their eyes into the green Tyrant-esq creature we all
recognize.
In the final battle, after some mutation it has to be said, Barry and Leon gun down the Parasite. At this
point the three climb down a ladder to the deck to the submarine. It is possible that during this
descent this is when the switch happened. By the looks of it Leon is the last to climb down the ladder
with Barry the first on deck, Lucia just behind. Realistically this can be the only point when there is the
switch.
This leaves the end being that fake Leon is now on the submarine (with a now powerless Lucia unable
to detect it) with the real Leon still on the Starlight top deck left to his demise…
THEORY #2 – Leon is infected
This theory is more plausible as it at least removes one of the issues that theory one presents, but
then raises more in its place. This theory shows that the trio have been successful in killing the
Parasite on the Starlight. There is no shapeshift into Leon with the real Leon escaping with Barry and
Lucia.
However, the scratch implies that he has now been infected with a virus. He is seemingly unaware of
this suggesting that he has not been knowingly bitten or something like that. We know that the
Parasite however was able to shapeshift into Leon in the Engine Room following his escape from the
submarine.
The “conditions” of the Parasite’s ability to shapeshift are unclear. We do not know what information
(DNA, blood etc,) he needs in order to accomplish this. When we find the real Leon he is looking
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worse for wears, but certainly not with any obvious injuries. He had just battled the Amoeba-Type
Tyrant and was likely to be exhausted after all.
Adding to the confusion here is that the Parasite also shapeshifts into Lucia when he drags her into
the sea. When back on the deck of the ship, Lucia is not infected from what we can tell and she is able
to draw red blood from her cut. Again, this implies the Parasite does not need an entry point such as a
wound to replicate someone.
This therefore suggests that the Parasite needs very little information to transform, perhaps
extracting breath particles is enough, who knows?
However this does tell us therefore that if this theory is correct, Leon has been infected at some point
during his unseen encounter with the Parasite. Further, the Parasite must have done it in such a way
that Leon was unaware of it happening. Quite why the Parasite would do this I do not know, or
perhaps there was a tiny scratch that caused it? Either way it would have to been a minor scuff for
Leon, an experienced Raccoon City survivor not to have noticed.
This theory leads perhaps more comfortably onto to what Resident Evil 4 was going to be with the
possession storyline. However, as with theory 1, it still requires players to connect the dots,
something fans are adverse to.
Theory 2 is also somewhat flawed, but in the same manner of theory 1 in that we know by the time
Operation: Javier comes around he is not infected.

Implications
As discussed earlier, I remain resolutely of the view that this game was specifically written to tie into
Resident Evil 4. But how does that work with the above theories? Adopting theory 1 creates issues as
it could imply that the playable Leon was secretly the Parasite. Possessed by the Progenitor Virus,
sure. Why not? But an actual B.O.W in disguise – I think not. Theory 2 works better here. The Parasite
can turn humans to zombies, as witnessed with the Submarine Captain. I do find however the
phrasing of this – the draining of his life – to be an interesting concept. Something that has never
really be developed in other games. What we don’t know is whether Leon was slowly being infected
with the t-Virus and needed to go to the “cradle of the progenitor virus” to try and find a cure.
But alas, we know that is not what happened and we instead saw a perfectly healthy, non-infected,
non-parasite Leon go all cynical and Spanish on us, leaving us with the glaring plothole – what the hell
happened to Leon?
Of course the easiest thing to do is just to dismiss the game in its entirety and problems solved. Leon
escapes Raccoon City, recruited by the US Government, becomes a member of the Anti-Umbrella
Pursuit and Investigation Team (AUPIT) before working directly under President Graham, and later
President Benford.
However, that is too easy in my view and but for this one second scene I am convinced most fans
would have this title in their canon timelines. Purely from a factual point of view, what does this
ending actually tell us:
1.
2.

The Parasite B.O.W successfully replicated Leon and therefore the real Leon is missing; or
Leon is infected with a virus;
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With that in mind, there is suddenly quite a big shift to suggest that because of these facts, the
following then happened if adopting theory 1:
1.
2.
3.

Parasite Leon successfully boarded the submarine;
Parasite Leon was able to successfully replicate Leon and escape;
Parasite Leon continued to be Leon for the foreseeable future and becomes a spy.

Or, for theory 2:
1.
2.
3.

Leon was infected by the Parasite;
Leon did not turn into a zombie;
Leon continues his missions.

It is a leap of faith on both counts for sure as both ending seeming contradicts with the Leon we see in
later titles.
Who is to say that Barry did not notice immediately that the Leon next to him
was a B.O.W, downed the Parasite and then rescued Leon? Is that not just a big
a leap than suggesting Parasite Leon gets away with his nefarious scheme? Or,
who is to say that Leon, upon realizing he was infected sought a vaccine and was
cured. There were at least two in-universe vaccines at this point.
Perhaps the two suggestions are not mutually exclusive and whilst I entirely
accept is inherently easier to dismiss the ending due to this problematic climax,
it does seem somewhat disingenuous to ignore so much of a solid game just
because one moment does not line up perfectly well.
What we do know is this. At the end of Gaiden Leon is still either MIA or infected
but by the time Operation: Javier in Darkside Chronicles takes place, Leon is alive
and well and fighting fit for the AUPIT. Does this not simply infer that something
simply happened to resolve the Gaiden ending? We do not specifically know
exactly what it was, but connecting the dots makes it obvious that Leon did
survive the S.S Starlight and lived to fight on.
What happened to Parasite Leon if Theory 1 is correct? Who knows? Resident Evil 4,5 and 6 all had
open-ended biohazadous warzones in operation that were not completely destroyed ala Raccoon City
style at the end of their respective games, leaving ideas to run riot about the long term stability of
that region. It took obscure reference material to tie up the Las Plagas incidents in Spain and Africa
but again one had to connect the dots. Leon arrives in Spain, takes down Los Illumandos, escapes,
Plagas wiped out? How did Lisa Trevor for example get out of the bottom-less pit and make it to the
Labs? Answer – she did, because, story. Even looking at the most recent entry – Resident Evil 7 –the
End of Zoe DLC which takes place a while after the main game shows the long term impact Eveline
and her mold has had on Dulvey, how far does the outbreak spread? Is the entire town infected? Will
they be answered in Resident Evil 8?
Further, if Leon is infected as per theory 2, who is to say that the organization did not have an
antidote to the t-Virus in case of such situations?
Overall, I think it would be silly to not admit there is a bit of glaring plot hole with this game. The
ending does not tie everything up as one would like, but I do not think it is as bad as everyone makes
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out. The story has moved on, yes, and how Leon escapes the Starlight remains unexplained. What we
do know is that clearly he does survive this mission as does Barry and presumably Lucia too.
In many ways it reminds me of classic Doctor Who episodes where at the end, the villain; The Master
would usually face an untimely demise. Despite this, he would return in a few series time with
absolutely no reference to how he survived the last meeting with the Doctor. It became a bit of
running joke on the series and was intentionally repeated in the NuWho series under Steven Moffatt
barely referencing previous deaths.
So, open ended finales are not without precedent, even if it is not overall associated with this
particular franchise. As mentioned earlier, I believe the ending was intentionally created as to be both
a talking point and a future story with Leon.
Additional Canon Material
Wait, rewind there… Leon joins the Anti-Umbrella Pursuit and Investigation Team after Raccoon City?
AUPIT was formed by USSTRATCOM as a direct response to the Raccoon City incident as a method of
preventing further biohazard incidents from occurring. Leon was recruited by Adam Benford to
ensure that Sherry was safe following her ordeals in the city. Barry Burton would also later join AUPIT
to help the fight against bio-terrorism.
Leon would go on to undertake many missions in this role including the events of Resident Evil 4,
Degeneration, Damnation and Resident Evil 6. Other members of AUPIT included Dead Aim’s Bruce
McGivern and Biohazard: The Stage’s Tyler Howard.
So to confirm the canon position specifically after Raccoon, we have both Leon and Barry part of an
anti-Umbrella organisation determined to rid the world of Umbrella’s bio-organic weapons. Which is
exactly the same scenario we find ourselves in at the beginning of Gaiden.
Equally, it was clear from the opening “cinematic” in Gaiden we
are not dealing with some hodgepodge pressure group here. The
“underground” team that Barry reports to have their own
headquarters, access to radio communications, the need for a
commander of sorts, helicopters and weaponry. This has all the
hallmarks of a properly funded and supported organisation, which
I would hazard a guess from the US military.

This again ties into the formation of AUPIT being an offshoot STRATCOM. Perhaps AUPIT were given
an old base or training area to use as their base of headquarters. After such a rapid formation after
October 1998, what better than an old US Army base? Just a thought, but the structure and
architecture all hints at government involvement right from the outset – exactly as the same as the
AUPIT.
I think therefore it can be said with a degree of certainty that although there has been no mention of
this particular mission in any future correspondence the involvement of Leon and Barry does, quite
nicely tie into the existing canon.
We also know at this point in time – post Raccoon, Umbrella was operating less openly than before. It
made sense to transport a new B.O.W in an unsuspecting cruise liner – quite why the Three Queen’s
were not used, I don’t know, perhaps the Starlight was part of the Paraguas Line – it certainly has
similar décor inside and like the Three Queen’s undertook trans-Atlantic cruises. Equally in terms of
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when Gaiden takes place, the traditional view has always been that it is what Leon was up to when
Claire contacted him on Rockfort Island. This may well be true, as indicated with the developers Q&A
session in the Code: Veronica Guide. This is obviously post Raccoon City which works well narratively
with AUPIT, Umbrella and the movement against them. Barry also mentions that his daughter is a
similar age to Lucia, referencing Moira. I have however now produced a hand chronology of events to
visualize everything this game has to offer.

TIMELINE:

1997
(estimated)

Lucia is fostered from an orphanage in America presumably by or under the auspices of
Umbrella.
Lucia is subjected to the Parasite Tyrant Program and has an infant Parasite into her
body where it will slowly incubate before reaching maturity.
Because of this Lucia begins to hear ringing in her ears and she also develops rapid
regenerative abilities. For this she is picked on at school.

1998
September – October

The Raccoon City Incident occurs

October

Leon S Kennedy, having survived the city is recruited by the US Government and joins
the Anti-Umbrella and Pursuit Investigation Team (AUPIT).
Barry Burton later joins after reuniting with his family in Canada.

December

Leon is contacted by Claire Redfield who tells him she is imprisoned on Rockfort Island
in the South Atlantic. Leon subsequently contacts Chris Redfield and informs him of his
sister’s whereabouts.
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1998 - 1999
(estimated)

Following the destruction of Raccoon City and the impending fall of the American
division, some assets are shifted to mainland Europe. This includes the incubating
Parasite inside Lucia. Lucia’s foster parents are tasked in placing Lucia onboard the SS
Starlight sailing from America to Europe so she can be with her family.
To safeguard their asset, Umbrella also secretly place on the Starlight a prototype Tyrant
from their Parasite program. Dubbed an Amoeba-Type Tyrant, the B.O.W is able to
follow only basic orders and in this case to safeguard and protect Lucia during the
crossing.
AUPIT learn of this new B.O.W being transported on a passenger cruise liner and
prepare Leon S Kennedy to investigate. They are however unaware that the new B.O.W
relates to Lucia.
Halfway during the Atlantic crossing, the Starlight comes to an abrupt halt. The origins of
this are unknown although the result is that the ship’s engines are damaged and during
the carnage the Amoeba-Type Tyrant is released. Part of its programming is to protect
Lucia and that meant infecting the passengers on board.
Leon S Kennedy arrives on the ship to investigate and encounters the undead. During
his exploration he locates Lucia before he is injured and knocked out in a cabin.
After not hearing from Leon, HQ contact Barry Burton and prep a chopper to investigate
the cause of the outbreak, the disappearance of Leon and to destroy the new B.O.W.
The events of Resident Evil Gaiden begin…
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CONCLUSIONS
So what to conclude from this game? In my view and based on extensive consideration of the game,
99.9% of the game fits perfectly well with the canon. Sure, this mission is never repeated in any
subsequent canon material, but I do not think that strictly speaking that should be sufficient to
remove it from the canon.
Indeed, I am also of the view that Capcom have still not definitively removed this from their own
timeline. At one point this was an integral part of the storyline, and although it went un-used it raised
interesting ideas to be used in future games. Indeed nearly all elements of this game have been used
again – infected cruise liner, B.O.Ws that can morph from ooze, parasites, detecting B.O.W little girls,
anti-Umbrella organizations, you name it. Its mythos, although controversial at the time is now very
much part of the lore.
It is the ending that causes most fans the most amount of grief. When starting this editorial, I thought
I understood the ending well enough. But this was far from the reality of the situation. The
complexities of Lucia’s powers, the healing and ear ringing and its inherent link to the Parasite really
complicate matters as to how Lucia was unable to work out fake Leon was standing next to her. The
only theory that works on this level is that her powers were rapidly fading post surgery as discussed
earlier in the editorial.
What I have less of an issue with and something that I have personally accepted in my own
headcanon is that clearly Leon survived and the Parasite was destroyed. We know this happened (the
first bit at least) because Leon is alive come Darkside Chronicles. We don’t just see it on screen, or a
book, or a play, or file.
I entirely accept this by itself is a stretch and would appear to predominantly exist to cater for fitting
Gaiden in the timeline. Yes! Absolutely. Because as we have seen it just that one second that messes
everything else up. It seems somewhat foolish to dismiss what I hope to have shown you is a complex
and intricate storyline for a plothole that is technically resolved by Leon’s next mission albeit by
default.
This is not an Operation Raccoon City headache, where so much of the game completely messes up
with the canon – Wolfpack, Raccoon City geography, flat screen panels, Leon/Claire’s appearance,
Nemesis beta parasite etc. That game’s storyline requires an awful amount of work to fit with the
main timeline (perhaps easier with Remake 2 perhaps?) and even then it is highly dubious that the
game was ever intended to be canon, with conflicting statements from Capcom before and then after
release.
Again, the fact that Capcom went out of their way after release of Operation Raccoon City to confirm
the non-canon status shows that as a company they are happy to do this where necessary. This tactic
was not adopted before, during or after the release of Gaiden.
Until we start seeing commentary saying that Barry and Leon have never worked before then I think
we can start talking about the canonicity of this game. Until then, if you so wish, it should be
considered as part of the main storyline. In my opinion its omission from supplementary material is
not enough to take this hidden gem off the canon table.
It is in my view a solid entry into the series. Its importance has diminished significantly since release
and thanks to a few YouTube videos I have seen the GBC cart is now highly sought after. If you do
have the opportunity to play the game, then do so. The GameBoy Player with the GameCube is
probably the best option. For its limitations it does create a viable survival horror experience. There
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are jump scares, zombies, limited ammo, it has it all. You will even be impressed with the music for
about 5 minutes before swiftly hitting the mute button.
This is a tough game and worth your time. I think the game has been so collectively dismissed by the
fanbase that it does deserve another looking over and but for the inconclusive ending, this makes for
a solid, stand-alone entry into the mythos, something that has been replicated many times since in
the series.
Is it canon? Why not! #GaidenisCanon
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